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INTRODUCTION
For lovers of fast Fords, the wait for the 2018 season to get underway ended at 
Oulton Park on 24th March when the Kerax Hyperdrive ST-XR Challenge staged its 
first 2 rounds.

Alongside the many stalwarts of the series who appeared after their Winter 
hibernation, we had a fabulous new title sponsor, new classes and new drivers all of 
which resulted in a great day of motorised fun amongst the lush pastures of 
Cheshire.

A healthy 20 cars gathered in the Assembly Area for 15 minutes of qualifying 
followed by 2 races of the same duration.
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With such a strong entry list, Justin Roberts 
was determined to put his CooperPoole 
Racing Class A Fiesta XR2 at the front of the 
queue when the field prepared to be released 
for qualifying. By arriving early in the 
Assembly Area he ensured he would be at the 
front of the pack and once driving around 
Oulton’s twists and turn his car adopted a 
distinctly purposeful attitude as he annexed 
pole for race 1 by a dominant 1.156 secs 
where his team mate, Steve Poole, would line 
up alongside him with his green Class A XR2.
At the end of the 15 minutes of flat out 
driving, Michael Blackburn had his concerns. 
The engine on his Class B Escort XR3i felt flat 
and, on occasion, went “off song”. Before 
racing commenced, he tried to obtain a new 
set of hydraulic followers but to no avail. 

Instead, he was advised to top up his oil to 
above maximum levels which appeared to 
solve the problem. There also seemed to be 
a leak from his exhaust but this proved to be 
tough to track-down – Blackburn assumed it 
was coming from the first joint where the 
downpipe connects to the centre section. 
Despite these issues, he set the third 
quickest time overall, 8 tenths up on the 
Class A XR2 of Michael Heath.
Matt Eldridge was delighted to be fifth on 
the timesheets. Starting his second season 
of racing, he had built up a new car over the 
Winter – another member of the Class A 
Squadron XR2 – and this enabled him to lap 
a second faster than his previous best on the 
International Layout.
Another Class A car, that of Alistair May, 
would line up for the opening encounter 

alongside Eidridge with the Class C Fiesta Si 
of Mark Noble seventh.
Eighth quickest was William Heslop (Class A 
XR2) ahead of the first member of the 
Bowron family – Lee – in a Class B XR3i.

Rounding out the Top Ten was Lee 
Shropshire who was quite happy with his 
performance given that he only finished 
building his Class A XR2 the previous 
afternoon.

Justin Roberts enjoyed a
clear track and took pole

Chris Rowlands debuted his Class D Fiesta ST

Qualifying

EARLY RISER
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Qualifying StatisticsDespite his enging going “off song” at times, Michael Blackburn was fastest in Class B
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Faces of the ST-XR Challenge
Kerax Hypedrive ST-XR Challenge: Race Report - Oulton Park, 24th March
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Race 1

For our opening start of the season, there was 
drama for pole-sitter, Justin Roberts. An 
overheating clutch meant he was very slow 
away from the line and Steve Poole was the 
first to reach Old Hall.
As he approached the first corner, Roberts’ 
white XR2 was the meat in a black car 
sandwich with each driven by someone called 
Michael – in the shape of Messrs Blackburn 
and Heath. The former decided discretion was 
the better part of valour, yielding when the 
braking area was reached. This proved to be 
the sensible option as Roberts dived for the 
apex with Heath charging around his outside.

Roberts’ clutch was still slipping for several 
gear-changes once the race got underway 
thus Heath was able to nose ahead down The 
Avenue, taking second place at Cascades 
although Roberts fought back, immediately 
reclaiming the place at Island. These 
shenanigans enabled Poole to pull away by a 
few car lengths.
There was no way Poole could keep Roberts 
at bay however especially as the latter was 
carrying greater speed out of Brittens and on 
lap 4 the lead changed hands following a very 
clean manoeuvre coming into Hislops. Poole 
did his best to stay with Roberts but he 
couldn’t prevent his team mate from 

converting pole into the first victory of the 
year.
In the early stages of the 15 minutes Heath 
was unable to stay with lead duo but had the 
pace to put himself out of Blackburn’s reach. 
The latter had Alistair May and William 
Heslop filling his mirrors on the opening lap 
but a very rapid second circuit, his best of 
the contest, allowed Blackburn to put clear 
air between himself and the battle for fifth 
enabling him to focus on reeling in Heath.
Blackburn caught his quarry just as Roberts 
demoted Poole and scythed through up to 
third on the approach to Lodge. This 
position appeared to become secure when 

Heath’s engine went sick heading up Clay Hill 
a couple of laps from home handing 
Blackburn a 10 second advantage over May 
but the problem noted during qualifying in 
the Escort’s exhaust system worsened 
significantly robbing the car of straight-line 
speed while a suspension issue cost time in 
the corners. All this meant May was only 2.4 
secs away from getting on to the overall 
podium at the finish and he, in turn, took the 
flag just half a second ahead of Heslop after 
an intense battle that had raged since the red 
lights went out. 
Matt Eldridge was in touch with the fight for 
fourth  until  the  internal  components  of his 

TAKING
THE
AIR

Steve Poole achieves lift-off
as he tries to keep Justin
Roberts at bay
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engine made a bid for freedom through the 
block. He coasted to a halt just after the pit 
entrance. The retirement prevented him from 
recording his best ever result.
Another drivng a car that had only been 
completed the night before race-day was Adam 
Brown therefore he had his first drive in the 
Class A XR2 during qualifying but he didn’t 
even get to the end of that session because the 
engine cut out. Eleventh fastest was a 
creditable performance in the circumstances.
On lap 2 of race 1, a good exit from Cascades 
by Brown enabled him to pass Lee Shropshire 
into Island Bend on the outside line. Later 
however, Shropshire took the place back at the 
entrance to Druids and was only a couple of 
tenths away from taking seventh from Lee 
Bowron.
Ian Billington was the fourth car in this dice but 
lost a little ground as proceedings drew to a 
close. He’d enjoyed the good, clean racing 
nonetheless.
Rounding out the Top Ten was a car that 
required a renaming of the championship – the 
Class D Fiesta ST in the hands of Chris 
Rowlands who had decided to switch to this 
new-for-2018 category in search of greater 
reliability and easier sourcing of parts. 
Although his only experience of this new steed 
was 4 laps in the damp free practice session on 
the morning of the event, he felt very 
comfortable and revelled in the greater torque 
and speed of the more recent vehicle although 
the handling was similar to the XR2 and XR3i 
cars.
Unfortunately, Rowlands had been unable to 
put all that torque to good use off the starting 
grid as he selected third gear by mistake!
The Bowron brothers, Ryan and Lewis in their 
Class B XR3is, had a superb door handle to 
door handle battle but it all ended in tears 
when they collided at Shell. Lewis was pitched 

into the tyre wall on the exit of the hairpin 
sustaining extensive damage to his 
suspension which may cause the car to be 
written off.
Ryan continued to claim eleventh in the final 
standings ahead of newcomer and our first 
ever Class E victor, Paul Green, who was 
realising a long-held ambition to become a 
racing driver having just turned 50!
It was very fortunate for Green that Class E 
was introduced for this season as he bought 
the ex-Scottish Championship XR2 from Josh 
Orr not realising that series runs to different 
regulations to the Challenge’s Class A… Paul 
really enjoyed his first race. “I thought I had an 
awesome start considering it was my first 
one,” he recounted, “my lap times were 
getting faster and I was really happy with the 
car. It was a little lonely when I was circulating 
around the track but hopefully that will 
change with experience.”
Matthew Spencer felt satisfaction after 
claiming fourth in Class B first time out in his 

XR3i while our final finisher was another 
debutant – Matthew Morton – runner-up in 
Class E. He bought his XR2 from eBay in 
January 2017 with the intention of using it for 
track days but as it was in competition-spec 
he decided to give racing a try.
The green flag lap was only his third as the 
car’s distributor rotor arm sheared off early in 
the qualifying session. Fortunately, a friend 
who had come along to help fixed the problem 
in an hour. The pace of the other drivers came 
as something of a shock to Morton. He did his 
best to keep up but had the track to himself 
after a few circuits. To his delight, he just 
managed to avoid being lapped before the 
chequered flag came out. Motorsport success 
comes in many shapes and forms!
We had a couple of drivers who didn’t make 
much of an impression on the lap chart. When 
everyone else was forming up on the grid, 
Jason Hennefer brought his Class B XR3i into 
pits with a misfiring engine which also put him 
out of race 2. Tony Mumford was soon pushed 

in to join him by the marshals.
Mumford was using Danny Buxton’s Class E 
XR2 as the new engine he installed in his own 
race car the previous Sunday was knocking 
when he tested it. Fortunately, Buxton was 
out of the country and so his car was 
available.
Tony picked the car up on the Wednesday and 
worked on it over the next couple of nights - 
oil change, new extinguisher, spanner check 
etc. Also receiving attention was a suspect 
battery isolator switch which was traced to a 
dirty relay.
Early in qualifying, Mumford was amazed at 
the handling when compared to his own car 
although the engine seemed reluctant to pull 
through the fast corners. When this worsened 
after 3 flying laps, with Class E pole already 
secured, he pulled into the pits. Investigation 
identified the hydraulic lifters as the problem. 
These were replaced and then the engine 
filled with Kerax 20/50 racing oil – a process 
which our series sponsors filmed!  The  motor

Adam Brown only finished
the build of his XR2 the
night before the meeting
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sounded nice and crisp afterwards.
Alas, that crispness was replaced by a misfire 
when Mumford was on the green flag lap for 
the first race of the day. The engine then died 
on the grid which is how he came to be 
pushed into the pit-lane. The car was 
bumped started and Tony attempted to join 
the race from the pits but the motor stopped 

again and he pulled off down the return road 
used for ‘bike events. More marshal power 
was needed to get him back to his garage 
where it was discovered that his battery only 
had 11 volts.
It was a similar story for Mark Noble who 
steered his Si into the pits with battery and 
alternator problems at the end of the 
opening circuit.

Ian Billington saves on front tyre wear



Race 2

Steve Poole beat everyone into Old Hall once 
more having made a peach of a start. With a 
sense of déjà vu, Justin Roberts was left 
behind by the man on the outside of the front 
row. He was so slow away that Michael 
Blackburn had to jink left to avoid hitting him 
although by hugging the inside line, Roberts 
was able to claim second at the first corner 
leaving Blackburn to fend off the attentions of 
William Heslop at Cascades.
Further round the lap, Poole and Roberts 
headed down towards Hislops side by side. 
On the inside line, the green car remained 
ahead. Next time at the chicane before 

Knickerbrook, Roberts looked to pass as 
Poole remained on the racing line this time 
but he was too far back. Blackburn held a 
watching brief in third. Alistair May had 
relieved Heslop of fourth by the end of the 
second tour but he was already 6 seconds 
behind the leading group.
The third time the leaders tackled Cascades 
was pretty much the defining moment of the 
lead battle. Roberts got a superb exit from 
the corner which enabled him to pass Poole 
into Island Bend meanwhile half way round 
the sweeping left hander the right front strut 
broke on Blackburn’s car giving him a 

sudden, unexpected bout of understeer that 
sent him wide and onto the grass. With so 
much run off on the exit, he was able to 
rejoin the tarmac half way down Lakeside 
Straight. When Michael reflected on how the 
car had been behaving during the course of 
the day he realised that it had not been riding 
the kerbs comfortably with the wheels 
shaking afterwards.
The new leader, Roberts, having eked out a 
small advantage over Poole was also about to 
suffer mechanical problems in the shape of 
the failure of his left-hand rear wheel bearing 
although he didn’t diagnose the reason for 

his suddenly ill-handling car until after the 
contest. He was able to keep going but his 
team mate and closest challenger was able to 
put him under extreme pressure. Roberts 
was grateful for yellow flags at Hislops and 
Lodge which denied Poole key overtaking 
opportunities.
The two CooperPoole Racing cars crossed the 
line overlapping one another with Roberts’ 
transponder less than 4 tenths ahead, sealing 
his second victory of the day both overall and 
in Class A despite a very wobbly rear wheel.
Blackburn soldiered on with unpredictable 
handling  and  the  crack  in  the downpipe of 

HEAD TO HEAD

CooperPoole Racing team
mates, Poole and Roberts,
head towards Hislops wheel
to wheel
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his exhaust robbing his engine of power to 
take third overall (he also won Class B) despite 
May looming large in his mirrors. In the 
paddock while waiting for each of the races, 
he had identified a crack that circumnavigated 
his exhaust’s downpipe where a bracket 
attached it to the gearbox. Temporary repairs 
failed to hold when on track and so a new 
section of exhaust system was ordered after 
the meeting as well as hydraulic followers. 
With these fitted plus rebuilt front suspension, 
Blackburn is expecting to set some rapid lap 
times in Anglesey.
Another with repairs to make before battle 
recommences in Wales is Michael Heath who 
pulled into the pits at the end of lap 1 with a 
return of the engine maladies which had put 
him out of the earlier contest. Back home, 
Heath was still unsure whether the issue lay in 
the power unit’s fuel system or the electrics. 
His plan was to sort it out after spending the 
Easter weekend on holiday in Bala.
Lee Shropshire got a great start but, having 
only completed the car the day before, he 
employed “cautious” tactics at the first corner 
to protect his paintwork! Mark Noble had an 
even better opening lap, passing no less than 
8 cars having lined up at the back of the grid 
due to his race 1 retirement.
Noble had progressed up to a remarkable 
sixth by lap 3 and a couple of tours later was 
attempting to take fifth from Heslop at Shell 
when his engine cut out enabling Shropshire 
to push him down to seventh where he 
finished despite a stuttering motor.
Shropshire had greater speed than Heslop but 
defensive driving from the latter enabled him 
to hang on to fifth.
Another starting from the back of the grid 
follow a day of electrical problems was Tony 
Mumford. Since race 1 Tony and his crew had 
cleaned the jets out and checked the battery 
which hadn't been getting charged.  Aly May’s 

engineer, Tom, checked the suspect isolator 
switch and then traced it back to the battery 
which only had 11 volts – Lee Bowron kindly 
lent one of his power-packs but that only 
had half a volt more than the one it 
replaced…
Tom and Mike Rowlands swapped the 
brackets and installed the Bowron battery. 
Mumford truly experienced the generosity of 
the ST-XR Challenge at Oulton.
A final test for Mumford and his friends was 
to see whether the alternator was charging. 
This proved not to be the case but Tony still 
believed he had enough “juice” to last a 15 

minute blast.
Mumford’s start was even better than 
Noble’s and he completed the first circuit on 
Shropshire’s bumper with thoughts of a Top 
Six finish occupying his mind but then the 
engine began to flutter the second time the 
field charged down The Avenue. Knowing 
the game was over, Tony coasted through 
the Fosters section of the day’s unused short 
Oulton Park configuration and pulled up in 
Hislops’ escape road.
The ST of Chris Rowlands was as high as 
sixth at the end of the opening lap. He left 
the grid in first gear – as he had intended – 

on this occasion and the torque from his 
engine launched him up the order. As the 
race unfolded he lost a few places until he 
got into a good scrap for what would 
eventually be eighth with Ian Bollington.
The position actually went to Lee Bowron 
who had progressed up the order having 
been inadvertently pushed off the black 
stuff by Paul Green just after the start. A 
haze of red mist must have descended in 
front of Bowron’s visor as he circulated a 
couple of seconds quicker than he had 
done all weekend!
Bollington exited  the  fight  when his brake

Mark Noble zoomed up the
order from the back of the grid
to annex a Top Ten finish
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Race 2 Statisticspedal went to the floor on the approach to 
Lodge sending him for an appointment with 
the barriers to the detriment of a few body 
panels. The driver was gutted to miss out on 
a finish well inside the Top Ten.
Green continued after the early altercation 
with Bowron and was really enjoying himself – 
his speed was increasing as his confidence 
grew but with a few laps remaining he, like 
Bollington, suffered from a chronic lack of 
retardation when one of his rear brake 
cylinders failed on the approach to Hislops. 
His red-wheeled Fiesta spun to a halt in the 
escape road as he yanked on the handbrake.
Adam Brown believed he could have recorded 
a Top Six finish but something broke in his 
suspension which triggered nasty understeer. 
He then slipped down the order until getting 
embroiled in a huge battle over tenth with 

Ryan Bowron. Little more than 3 tenths 
separated them at the finish with Brown ahead 
and he learnt so much at Oulton that he can’t 
wait until Anglesey at the end of April.
Michael Spencer recorded another fourth placed 
finish in Class B despite a down on power 
engine. His father, John, believed this was due 
to a worn camshaft and so an overhaul of the 
head is on the schedule to be performed prior 
to Anglesey.
Matthew Morton finished his first day as a 
racing driver leading a championship! With the 
retirements of his fellow Class E runners, 
Mumford and Green, he scored maximum 
points in the category to add to his second 
place earlier in the day. Morton also found a 
fair amount of speed during this outing with a 
best lap that was 7 seconds faster than he had 
achieved in race 1.

Paul Green had to resort to his handbrake when he suffered brake failure approaching 5Hislops
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